Nelson Primary School
Inspiring Ambition, Achieving Success
Weekly Homework Tasks

Key Stage 2

Year 6

W/C 22.1.19

Homework books must be in school on Monday and will be returned on Tuesday.

Reading
Please read aloud to an adult every day for about 15 minutes and ask the adult to sign in the
table below. Remember, you need to understand what you are reading and be able to show
this in your Accelerated Reader test.
Remember to bring your reading book to school every day. Please visit Nelson School
Library or East Ham Library for your books.
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Maths
Please practise your times tables ready for the times table test on Monday, and your maths
facts ready for your test on Friday. This week the Friday test will again be on decimals that
add up to 1 or 10, for example: 3.6 + ? = 10, or 0.8 + ? = 1.
Maths essential facts for this week : You must learn the conversions for measurements;
10mm = 1 cm, 100cm = 1 m, 1000m = 1km, 1000g = 1 kg, 1000 ml = 1 l
Spelling – your spelling words this week: ( from previous SATs spellings )
Group1 slipped trapped extinguishing castles disguised echoed uncoiled nastiest exciting
disturbed
Group 2 home looks more never round three things wish would most
1 .You must ensure you know the meaning of the word. ‐use a dictionary to help you if you are unsure.
2. Write a sentence for each of the words. Write a sentence for each word that shows you know its
meaning. You must write different sentences to ones you have written before.
3. Practise and study all of the spelling words ready for the Tuesday Spelling Test.

Comprehension.
This week we are concentrating on understanding question stems. You need to practise making sure that
you recognise what sort of answer each of the question stems requires. The following words are used in the
questions:
Which –this type of question asks you to choose between options and sometimes justify your answer
When – this type of question requires a time answer
Where –this type of question asks for a location answer – a place
Why or how –these type of questions ask for reasons and explanations
If the questions are not straight ‘looking’ questions ( text retrieval) they may also want you to explain or give
reasons for your answer. Read the text carefully and answer each question fully.

